FAHW31 PHFO 230336
FA0HI

HNLC FA 230335
SYNOPSIS AND VFR CLD/WX
SYNOPSIS VALID UNTIL 232200
CLD/WX VALID UNTIL 231600...OUTLOOK VALID 231600−232200

SEE AIRMET SIERRA FOR IFR CLD AND MTN OBSC.
TS IMPLY SEV OR GREATER TURB SEV ICE LOW LEVEL WS AND IFR COND.
NON MSL HGT INDICATED BY AGL OR CEILING.

SYNOPSIS...MODERATE TO LOCALLY BREEZY TRADE WINDS WILL CONTINUE
THROUGH SATURDAY. SCATTERED SHOWERS WILL MAINLY BE LIMITED TO
WINDWARD AND MOUNTAIN AREAS.
.
INTERIOR BIG ISLAND ABV 080.
FEW−SCT090. 07Z SKC.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
.
BIG ISLAND LOWER SLOPES...COAST AND ADJ WATERS FROM UPOLU POINT TO CAPE KUMUKAHI
SCT025 BKN−OVC040 TOPS 080 TEMPO SCT020 BKN030 −SHRA ISOL BKN020 OVC030 VIS 3−5SM SHRA BR.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
.
BIG ISLAND LOWER SLOPES...COAST AND ADJ WATERS FROM APUA POINT TO SOUTH CAPE TO PHKO TO 15 NM NE PHKO.
SCT025 SCT−BKN060 TOPS 080 ISOL BKN030 TOPS 080 VIS 5SM SHRA BR.
06Z FEW030 SCT060.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
.
MTN...N THRU SE SECTIONS AND ADJ WATERS OF MAUI MOLOKAI LANAI OAHU AND KAUAI.
SCT025 SCT035 BKN050 TOPS 080 TEMPO BKN035 OVC045 −SHRA ISOL OVC025 TOPS 080 VIS 3−5SM SHRA BR.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
.
REST OF AREA
FEW025 SCT050 ISOL BKN035−050 TOPS 080 −SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
FAHW31 PHFO 230931
FA0HI

HNLC FA 230935
SYNOPSIS AND VFR CLD/WX
SYNOPSIS VALID UNTIL 240400
CLD/WX VALID UNTIL 232200...OUTLOOK VALID 232200−240400

SEE AIRMET SIERRA FOR IFR CLD AND MTN OBSC.
TS IMPLY SEV OR GREATER TURB SEV ICE LOW LEVEL WS AND IFR COND.
NON MSL HGT INDICATED BY AGL OR CEILING.

SYNOPSIS...MODERATE TO LOCALLY BREEZY TRADE WINDS WILL CONTINUE.
SCATTERED SHOWERS WILL IMPACT MAIN WINDWARD SLOPES AND COASTS.
.
INTERIOR BIG ISLAND ABV 080.
SKC.
OUTLOOK...VFR.
.

BIG ISLAND LOWER SLOPES FROM UPOLU POINT TO CAPE KUMUKAHI TO APUA POINT.
SCT020 BKN-SCT035-050 TOPS 080 ISOL OVC020 VIS 3-5SM SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR.

BIG ISLAND COAST AND ADJ WATERS FROM UPOLU POINT TO CAPE KUMUKAHI TO APUA POINT.
SCT020 BKN035-050 TOPS 080-110 TEMPO SCT012 OVC020 VIS 3-5SM SHRA ISOL OVC012 VIS AOB 2SM +SHRA BR. 20Z SCT020 BKN-SCT035-050 TOPS 080 ISOL OVC020 VIS 3-5SM SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR SHRA.

BIG ISLAND LOWER SLOPES FROM APUA POINT TO SOUTH CAPE TO PHKO.
FEW-SCT035-050...ISOL BKN045-060 TOPS 080-110 VIS 5SM SHRA TIL 16Z.
OUTLOOK...VFR.

BIG ISLAND COAST AND ADJ WATERS FROM APUA POINT TO SOUTH CAPE.
SCT020 BKN-SCT035-050 TOPS 080 TEMPO -SHRA ISOL OVC020 VIS 3-5SM SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR SHRA.

BIG ISLAND COAST AND ADJ WATERS FROM SOUTH CAPE TO PHKO.
FEW-SCT045-060...TEMPO BKN060-080 TOPS 110 TIL 16Z.
OUTLOOK...VFR.

MAUI MOLOKAI OAHU AND KAUAI...N THRU E SECTIONS AND ADJ WATERS.
SCT020 BKN-SCT035-050 TOPS 080 TEMPO -SHRA ISOL OVC020 VIS 3-5SM SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR.

REST OF AREA.
FEWO25 SCT040-050 ISOL BKN025 OVC040 TOPS 080 -SHRA.
OUTLOOK...VFR.